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CHAPTER 5

Key groups in networks and

their optimal size∗

5.1 Introduction

One of the important topics in the sociology literature is the problem of identifi-

cation of key actor(s) in social networks. So-called “centrality” measures have been

proposed for this purpose that identify how “central” or powerful (on the basis of

different criteria) each actor is in a network. These measures include centralities

of degree, closeness, betweenness, and information (see e.g., Sabidussi, 1966; Free-

man, 1977, 1979; Stephenson and Zelen, 1989). Other often used centralities are the

status measure also known as the rank prestige index (Katz, 1953), an eigenvec-

tor based centrality measure (Bonacich, 1972, 1991), and the related centrality in

Bonacich (1987). (A thorough discussion of centrality and many more references

can be found in Wasserman and Faust, 1994, pp. 169-219.) The idea of finding the

“most important” actors in social networks has been applied to a large number of

cases across different disciplines.

Recently, however, Everett and Borgatti (1999, 2005) proposed new measures of

a network’s group centrality to account for the fact that the optimal selection of a

set of k (> 1) actors is quite different from selecting the k actors with the largest

individual centralities. These are the so-called group degree, group closeness, and

group betweenness centralities. The inconsistency of the individual and group cen-

tralities is termed an “ensemble issue” in Borgatti (2006), who interprets this by a

∗ An earlier and much reduced version of this chapter appeared as the NET Institute Working Paper,
08-08, September 2008.
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redundancy principle inherent to the majority of real-life networks (see also Burt,

1992). That is, for example, two actors with the largest individual centralities can-

not be optimal set (target) of two individuals if they “... are redundant with respect

to their liaising role – they are equivalent in that they connect the same third parties

to each other” (p. 24), or these actors are structurally equivalent, meaning that they

are connected to the same third parties. In both cases, the two actors have similar

patterns of connections, and thus have exactly the same impact on the network.

Hence, choosing one of them as a member of the target set implies that the second

actor is redundant and should not be included in the optimal set.

Borgatti (2006) shows that depending on the situation, one needs to use cer-

tain measures of centrality. For instance, he distinguishes between a “Key Player

Problem/Negative” (KPP-Neg) and a “Key Player Problem/Positive” (KPP-Pos).

Given a social network, the aim of the KPP-Neg is finding a set of k actors who,

if removed, would maximally disrupt the network, while that of the KPP-Pos is

finding a set of k actors that is maximally connected to all other parties. In prac-

tice KPP-Neg, for example, arises whenever it is needed to immunize or quaran-

tine a subset of the population in order to optimally contain an epidemic, or in a

military context, to neutralize a small number of actors in a criminal network in

order to maximally disrupt its functioning. KPP-Pos arises, for instance, in a pub-

lic health context, when a health agency wishes to optimally spread information

about health promoting practices and attitudes using a small subset of the popula-

tion, or in a military context, when one needs to select an optimal set of actors to

quickly diffuse (mis)information to all criminals. A similar optimization problem,

termed KPP-Com, is defined in Puzis et al. (2007), and searches for the group with

the maximal potential of controlling traffic in communication networks. All in all,

the existence of such a large number of “importance” indicators implies that there

is not a systematic criterion for choosing the “right” measure of network centrality

in each particular situation.

In economics the impact and implications of the actors’ networks of connections

are usually studied using modern game theoretic tools. For example, the impor-

tant feature of network games is that actors’ payoffs depend on each other through

network embeddedness (structure). In such games, each player chooses a level

of some activity in an environment with negative global externalities (e.g., com-

petition) and local positive externalities (e.g., learning, collaboration) that come

through the network. This system has feedback effects, which are taken into ac-

count in the Nash equilibrium activity levels that are dependent on the underlying
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network topology. Recently, such a network game was analyzed by Ballester et al.

(2006), who show that the individual equilibrium levels of agents are proportional

to the so-called Katz-Bonacich centralities of the actors. Hence this study provides

a behavioral foundation to the status measure of Katz (1953) and the network cen-

trality measure of Bonacich (1987), “singling [them] out from the vast catalogue of

network measures” (p. 1404).1 Ballester et al. (2006) also propose a new measure of

network centrality, named the intercentrality measure, that finds a key player from a

social planner’s perspective, i.e., the player with the maximum influence on overall

activity (e.g., social welfare, aggregate crime level). In particular, it is shown that

the key player is not necessarily the player with the highest KB centrality.

In this chapter we consider a more general setting of finding a key group in such

network games. In the key group problem, the planner targets a certain number

of players by removing them from the network of local interactions, which causes

a complete modification of the distribution of individual outcomes. Further, the

assumption of ex ante identical players used in Ballester et al. (2006) is quite restric-

tive from a practical point of view, because in that case all observable differences

between individuals are ignored. Such heterogeneities are, for example, with re-

spect to the player’s age, education, occupation, race, gender, etcetera. This study

also explicitly takes into account these ex ante exogenous heterogeneities of players,

and shows that the results of the key player/group problem dramatically change if

compared to those based on the assumption of ex ante identical players. In search-

ing for the key group we make use of weighted and unweighted Katz-Bonachich

(KB) centralities and group intercentrality measures, where the weights are the ob-

servable differences of players. We should mention that the group intercentralities

are derived in terms of the initial network configuration only. As a comparison, an

unweighted group intercentrality, proposed in Ballester et al. (2004) in the frame-

work of a crime network model, is defined in terms of k different networks with

and without the group-members (to be discussed Section 5.2). For its calculation in

empirical applications, it is required that players are deleted consecutively from the

network(s). Then, the sum of the computed individual intercentralities in these net-

works is the group intercentrality measure. In contrast, our alternative expressions

for the weighted and unweighted group intercentrality measures (defined within

the more general framework of the network games in Ballester et al., 2006) do not

require any extraction of players from the network.

The removal of more than one player from a network has two effects. First, less

1 As will be shown later, the two centrality measures are affine transformations of each other.
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players contribute to the aggregate equilibrium outcome (direct effect), and, sec-

ond, the network geometry is modified, implying that the remaining players adopt

different actions (indirect effect). These effects are fully taken into account in the

group intercentrality measure with ex ante identical agents, which considers not

only the individual KB centralities of the group-members, but also their contribu-

tions to the KB centralities of players outside the group. However, in a more general

setting with ex ante heterogeneous agents, it is not only the weighted group inter-

centrality, but also its interaction with the unweighted group (inter)centrality that

matters for the direct and indirect effects. Hence, with players’ ex ante heterogene-

ity, the weighted and unweighted group intercentrality and KB centrality measures

(together with other parameters of the model to be discussed later) jointly identify

the key group.

The second contribution of this study is that we endogenize the size of the key

group, which is important since targeting groups incurs costs, next to certain ben-

efits. These gains and costs are largely dependent on the size of the key group.

Hence, from the planner’s point of view it is crucial to know what is the optimal

size of the target group. It is shown that within the class of network games studied

in Ballester et al. (2006), the optimal size of the key group is determined by the min-

imal key group loss measure that depends on players’ weighted and unweighted KB

centralities and key group intercentralities, and the costs of group targeting. Fur-

ther, we provide a condition, which guarantees that the problem of choosing the

optimal size of the key group has an interior solution.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we characterize

the optimal target selection tasks – both the key player and the key group problems

with ex ante identical players. Some properties of the group intercentrality measure

are discussed. Section 5.3 relaxes the homogeneity assumption, and shows that the

solution of the key player/group problem depends on individuals’ weighted and

unweighted group intercentralities and KB centralities. We endogenize the size

of the key group in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 applies the key group problem to an

hypothetical example of the covert networks that characterize the organizational

structure of large terrorist organizations. In particular, it is shown that once individ-

uals’ observable differences are taken into account, the results dramatically change

if compared to those based on the assumption of ex ante identical agents. Section

5.6 contains some concluding remarks. All proofs are given in the Appendix.
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5.2 The problem of selecting the appropriate target

In what follows, we (briefly) present the Ballester et al. (2006, henceforth BCZ)

model and their proposed intercentrality measure in finding the key player in net-

works with ex ante identical agents. Then we extend the problem to a search of

groups consisting of an arbitrary number of players that have the highest impact

on the overall activity.

5.2.1 Key player search

Each player i = 1, . . . , n selects an effort xi ≥ 0 and gets the bilinear payoff

ui(x) = αixi +
1
2

σiix2
i + ∑

j 6=i
σijxixj, (5.1)

which is strictly concave in its own effort, ∂2ui/∂x2
i = σii < 0, hence marginal

utility of player i is decreasing in its own action. Further, we set αi = α > 0 and

σii = σ for all i = 1, . . . , n.

The network payoff (relative) complementarities across pairs of actors are re-

flected by the cross-derivatives ∂2ui/∂xi∂xj = σij for i 6= j. That is, the marginal

utility of actor i is increasing in actor j’s effort if σij > 0, implying that the efforts by

i and j are strategic complements. Similarly, σij < 0 means that the actions of i and

j are strategic substitutes from i’s perspective.

Let σ = min{σij |i 6= j}, σ = max{σij |i 6= j}, σ < min{σ, 0} and define

γ = −min{σ, 0} ≥ 0. If efforts are strategic substitutes for some pair of players,

then γ > 0, otherwise, σ ≥ 0 implies γ = 0. Hence, as will be also shown below, the

parameter γ reflects the global substitutability of efforts across all pairs of players.

Let λ = σ + γ ≥ 0. Assuming σ 6= σ implies λ > 0, which is a generic property.

From the last definition, it follows that λ corresponds to the highest possible rela-

tive complementarity for all pairs of players.2 Finally, let gij = (σij + γ)/λ for i 6= j,

and gii = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. By construction, 0 ≤ gij ≤ 1. The parameter gij mea-

sures the relative complementarity in efforts from player i’s perspective within the

pair (i, j) with respect to the benchmark value −γ ≤ 0. The above interpretations

can be easily seen in Figure 5.1, where the figure in the upper panel shows the case

of both strategic substitutability and complementarity of efforts (i.e., σ < 0) and

2 Note that λ is not the highest possible complementarity for all pairs of players (indicated by σ), but
the largest possible relative complementarity with respect to−γ. To see this difference, note that if σ < 0,
then γ = −min{σ, 0} > 0, thus σ + γ = λ > σ.
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Figure 5.1: Decomposition of the cross effects
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Source: Ballester et al. (2005).

the lower panel corresponds to the case of strategic complementarity of players’

efforts only (i.e., σ > 0). Note that given the assumption σ < min{σ, 0}, without

loss of generality, the (common) second-order derivative in own efforts is set as

∂2ui/∂x2
i = σ = −β− γ, where β > 0.

The matrix G = [gij] is a zero-diagonal nonnegative n-square matrix, which is

interpreted as the adjacency matrix of the network g of relative payoff complemen-

tarities across pairs. A particular case corresponds to the symmetric matrix G with

gij = gji. In addition, if the cross effects take only two values, i.e., σij ∈ {σ, σ} for

all i 6= j with σ ≤ 0, then G is a symmetric (0,1) matrix, and thus g is an undirected

and unweighted network.3

Given the definitions of β, γ, λ and G, the matrix of cross-effects Σ = [σij]
can be readily decomposed into three additive components (or sources of bilateral

interactions) as σij = −γ + λgij if i 6= j and σii = −β− γ if i = j. That is,

3 An unweighted network is represented by binary data that indicate only the presence or absence of
ties between pairs of actors, while in a weighted network also the intensities or frequencies of such links
are quantified. In a nondirected network the relation is mutual, while in a directed network the relation
is not always reciprocal, hence the origin and the end of links are distinguished.
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Σ = −βI− γU + λG, (5.2)

where I is the n-square identity matrix and U is the n-square matrix of ones.

In (5.2) the idiosyncratic effect, −βI, which is the same for each player, reflects

(part of) the concavity in own efforts. The global interaction effect, −γU, gives a

uniform substitutability in efforts across all pairs of players. The local interaction

effect, λG, reflects a relative complementarity in efforts, which can be heteroge-

neous across different pairs of actors. In what follows, the strength of local interac-

tions relative to own concavity is denoted by a ≡ λ/β.

Denote the largest (or dominant) eigenvalue of G by µ(G) > 0. Then if aµ(G) <

1, the matrix B(g, a) = (I− aG)−1 = ∑+∞
k=0 akGk is well defined,4 and its coefficients

bij(g, a) count the number of paths in g starting in i and ending in j, where paths

of length k are weighted by ak. Hence, whenever λ < β, the parameter a in this

interpretation is a decay factor that scales down the weight of longer paths. Denote

the summation vector, i.e., the vector of ones, by ı. The vector of Katz-Bonacich

(KB) centralities of parameter a in g is b(g, a) = B(g, a)ı, and its i-th component

bi(g, a) = ∑n
j=1 bij(g, a) indicates the total number of direct and indirect paths in g that

start from position i.5 Note that, by definition, bii(g, a) ≥ 1, hence bi(g, a) ≥ 1 with

equality holding when i is an isolated actor, i.e., when gij = gji = 0 for all j 6= i.6

From Theorem 1 in BCZ (2006) follows that for aµ(G) < 1, the unique interior

Nash equilibrium of the network game is

x∗(Σ) =
α

β + γb(g, a)
b(g, a), (5.3)

where b(g, a) = ∑n
i=1 bi(g, a).

Equation (5.3) shows that players’ individual equilibrium outcomes are propor-

tional to their KB centralities. The condition aµ(G) < 1 (or equivalently, λµ(G) <

β) for the equilibrium existence and uniqueness requires the payoff complemen-

tarity (reflecting size and pattern of positive synergies), λµ(G), to be smaller than

the own concavity, β. This interpretation holds because λ measures the level of

4 This follows from Theorem III* in Debreu and Herstein (1953, p. 601).
5 In fact, Bonacich (1987) defines the network centrality measure by the vector h(g, a, b) = b(I −

aG)−1Gı, where the parameter b “affects only the length of the vector [h(g, a, b)]” (p. 1173). It is not difficult
to show that b(g, a) = ı + ah(g, a, 1). This measure is directly related to the Katz (1953) network status
measure k(g, a) = a(I−G)−1Gı, since k(g, a) = ah(g, a, 1) = b(g, a)− ı.

6 Or when a = 0, which is not allowed in this network game.
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positive cross-effects, whereas µ(G) captures the population-wide pattern of these

positive cross-effects. Or, in terms of the decomposition given in (5.2), the equilib-

rium exists, is unique and interior, only when the positive feed-back loops +λG are

dampened by own concavity −βI.

Given the equilibrium efforts, it is clear that the planner can manipulate the net-

work geometry by removing one or more players from the network g, in which case

the distribution of individual outcomes is completely modified. In this sense, the

policy relevant issue (e.g., reducing crime rate) studied in BCZ (2006) is removing

one player, and identifying the network’s optimal target. The optimal target is the

actor whose removal maximally reduces the aggregate equilibrium outcome. De-

note by G−i the new adjacency matrix derived from G by setting to zero all of its

i-th row and column elements. The new matrix of cross-effects Σ−i is similarly de-

rived from Σ. The resulting network is g−i. Then the planner’s problem is picking

the player i from the population, whose removal from the initial network g gives

the highest possible reduction in the aggregate equilibrium level. Note from (5.3)

that the aggregate equilibrium outcome is proportional to the total number of di-

rect and indirect paths in g that stem from all players. Formally, the problem is

max{x∗(Σ)− x∗(Σ−i)|i = 1, . . . , n}, where x∗(Σ) = ı′x∗(Σ). The planner’s prob-

lem is thus equivalent to

min
{

x∗(Σ−i) | i = 1, . . . , n
}

. (5.4)

The key player i∗ is a solution to (5.4).

The intercentrality of player i in g is defined as7

ci(g, a) = bi(g, a) + ∑
j 6=i

[
bj(g, a)− bj(g−i, a)

]
=

bi(g, a)2

bii(g, a)
. (5.5)

While the KB centrality of actor i (i.e., bi(g, a)) counts the number of direct and

indirect paths in g stemming from i, equation (5.5) clearly shows that the “inter-

centrality counts the total number of such paths that hit i; it is the sum of i’s [Katz-]

Bonacich centrality and i’s contribution to every other player’s [Katz-] Bonacich

centrality” (BCZ, 2006, p. 1411). Theorem 3 in BCZ (2006) proves that the key

player i∗ has the highest intercentrality, i.e., ci∗(g, a) ≥ ci(g, a) for all i = 1, . . . , n. In

their Example 1, the authors further show that the most central player (according

to the KB centrality measure) is not the key player for relatively large values of a.

7 The last part of (5.5) follows from Lemma 1 in BCZ (2006).
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This occurs since then indirect effects matter and, as the intercentrality takes into

account both a player’s centrality and his contribution to the centralities of the oth-

ers, the key player (with the highest joint direct and indirect effect on the aggregate

outcome) might well differ from the most central player.

Given the definition of the KB centrality, we have that the n× 1 vector of KB cen-

tralities after the removal of player i is b(g−i, a) = B(g−i, a)ı. All the i-th row (and

column) off-diagonal elements of the matrix B(g−i, a) = (I− aG−i)−1 are equal to

zero, while its corresponding diagonal entry is positive and equals bii(g−i, a) = 1.

Hence, the KB centrality of the eliminated player i is bi(g−i, a) = 1. Therefore, the

middle part in (5.5) gives an alternative expression for the intercentrality measure

in terms of the sums of the KB centralities before and after elimination of player i

from the network of local interactions as ci(g, a) = b(g, a)− b(g−i, a) + 1.

5.2.2 Key group search

In this section we wish to generalize the key player problem studied in BCZ (2006)

to a group target selection problem. Thus, the planner’s objective is now opti-

mally reducing the aggregate equilibrium outcome by picking k appropriate play-

ers i1, i2, . . . , ik (is 6= ir) from the population, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Recall that the matrix

of cross-effects, Σ, can be both symmetric and asymmetric, hence the following key

group search analysis can be applied to undirected, directed, binary and/or valued

graphs that are characterized by the network g having a symmetric or asymmetric

adjacency matrix G, which is not necessarily a (0,1) matrix.

The planner is searching for k players from the population, such that the differ-

ence between the equilibrium aggregate outcomes before and after the removal of

the appropriate players from the network is maximal. That is, formally, the planner

solves max
{

x∗(Σ)− x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik})|{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

, where the set of all

players is N = {1, . . . , n}. This is equivalent to

min
{

x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

, (5.6)

where Σ−{i1,...,ik} is the new matrix of cross-effects obtained from Σ by setting to

zero all its i1-th, i2-th, . . ., ik-th row and column elements. The resulting network

and adjacency matrix are, respectively, g−{i1,...,ik} and G−{i1,...,ik}. Problem (5.6),

similar to the key player problem in (5.4), is a finite optimization problem, which

admits, at least, one solution. Let {i∗1 , . . . , i∗k} be a solution to the key group problem

(5.6), which we call the key group of size k.
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Let us first extend the individual intercentrality measure in (5.5) to the group

intercentrality, which measures intercentrality of a group of players rather than of a

single player. Analogously to (5.5), the k-th order group intercentrality of players

i1, . . . , ik can be written as

c{i1,...,ik}(g, g−{i1,...,ik}, a) =
ik

∑
r=i1

br(g, a) + ∑
j 6=i1,...,ik

[
bj(g, a)− bj(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)

]
= b(g, a)− b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) + k,

(5.7)

where k appears in the expression because bis(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = 1 for all s = 1, . . . , k

and these KB centralities of the eliminated players are not part of the group inter-

centrality measure above.8 Thus, similar to the individual intercentrality measure,

the group intercentrality c{i1,...,ik}(g, g−{i1,...,ik}, a) counts not only the total number

of (weighted) paths in g that stem from positions i1, . . . , ik (i.e., the KB centralities of

players i1, . . . , ik), but also the total number of paths that hit these players. In other

words, it is the sum of the KB centralities of all members of the group {i1, . . . , ik},

and their contributions to every other player’s KB centrality.

We can also express the group intercentrality in terms of the individual inter-

centralities as follows (suppressing a’s):

c{i1,...,ik}(g, g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = b(g)− b(g−{i1,...,ik}) + k

=
[
b(g)− b(g−i1) + 1

]
+
[
b(g−i1)− b(g−{i1,i2}) + 1

]
+
[
b(g−{i1,i2})

− b(g−{i1,i2,i3}) + 1
]
+ · · ·+

[
b(g−{i1,...,ik−1})− b(g−{i1,...,ik}) + 1

]
= ci1(g) + ci2(g−i1) + ci3(g−{i1,i2}) + · · ·+ cik (g−{i1,...,ik−1})

≡ c{i1,...,ik}
(
g, g−i1 , . . . , g−{i1,...,ik−1}, a

)
.

(5.8)

The derived group intercentrality is exactly how Ballester et al. (2004) defined the

group intercentrality measure in their study of a similar problem in the framework

of crime networks. Their Proposition 7 states that the key group of size k, where

1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, has the highest group intercentrality in g. From (5.8) we see that

c{i1,...,ik}
(
g, g−i1 , . . . , g−{i1,...,ik−1}, a

)
is explicitly dependent not only on the initial

network g, but also on k− 1 extra networks, which are obtained by removing con-

secutively members of the group for which the value of intercentrality is computed.

Similarly, c{i1,...,ik}(g, g−{i1,...,ik}, a) in (5.7) is defined in terms of the two networks

8 That is, the i1-th, i2-th, ..., ik-th row (and column) off-diagonal elements of the matrix
B(g−{i1 ,...,ik}, a) = (I− aG−{i1 ,...,ik})−1 are all zeros, while the corresponding diagonal entries are unity,
i.e., bis is (g−{i1 ,...,ik}, a) = 1 for all s = 1, . . . , k. Hence, bis (g−{i1 ,...,ik}, a) = 1 for all s = 1, . . . , k.
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g and g−{i1,...,ik}. Therefore, the obvious question arises whether this group inter-

centrality measure can be expressed in terms of only the initial network topology,

similar to the solution of the key player problem given in (5.5). In what follows

we give this alternative closed-form expression for the group intercentrality mea-

sure, which is expressed in terms of only the initial network g, hence the removal

of players as in (5.8) above is no longer required. This will also allow us to study

some interesting properties of the group intercentrality measure.

Definition 5.1. Consider a network g with adjacency matrix G and a scalar a such that

B(g, a) = [I− aG]−1 exists and is nonnegative. The k-th order group intercentrality of

players i1, . . . , ik (ir 6= is) in g is

c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = ı′BE
(
E′BE

)−1 E′b,

where E be the n× k matrix defined as E =
(
ei1 , . . . , eik

)
with eir being the ir-th column

of the identity matrix, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

In the proof of Theorem 5.1 (given in Appendix 5.A) we show that c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) =
c{i1,...,ik}(g, g−{i1,...,ik}, a). Summarizing our findings so far, we now have three equiv-

alent expressions for the k-th order group intercentrality. These are (5.7), (5.8), and

the expression given in Definition 5.1. The interpretation of (5.7) thus applies also

to the other two expressions.9

The following important identity characterizes all the path changes in a network

when a group of k nodes is removed (see Appendix 5.A).10

Lemma 5.1. Let B = [I− aG]−1 exists and be nonnegative. Let eir be the ir-th column

of the identity matrix, E =
(
ei1 , . . . , eik

)
, and B−{i1,...,ik} = [I− aG−{i1,...,ik}]−1, where

1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then the identity B− B−{i1,...,ik} = BE (E′BE)−1 E′B− EE′ always holds.

Using Lemma 5.1 we establish the following result that gives the solution to the

problem (5.6) in terms of the k-th order group intercentrality measure (see Ap-

pendix 5.A).

Theorem 5.1. If aµ(G) < 1, the key group {i∗1 , . . . , i∗k} of size k that solves the prob-

lem min{x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is} has the highest k-th order group

9 Using the analytical formula of the inverse matrix, the closed-form second-order group intercentral-
ity of players i and j ( 6= i) in g with symmetric G can be written as c{i,j}(g, a) = (bjjb2

i + biib2
j −

2bijbibj)/(biibjj − bijbji).
10 Lemma 1 in BCZ (2006) is a particular case of our Lemma 5.1 with k = 1 and G being a symmetric
adjacency matrix.
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intercentrality in g, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, i.e., c{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}
(g, a) ≥ c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) for all

{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N and ir 6= is.

It is interesting to note that Theorem 3 and Remark 5 in BCZ (2006) are particu-

lar cases of our Theorem 5.1 when k = 1 and the matrix of cross-effects Σ is, re-

spectively, symmetric and asymmetric. This follows since with k = 1 the group

intercentrality in Definition 5.1 boils down to

ci(g, a) = ı′Bei
(
e′iBei

)−1 e′ib =
ı′Bei · bi(g, a)

bii(g, a)
,

which is the intercentrality of player i when Σ is not symmetric. Remark 5 in BCZ

(2006) states that this last intercentrality defines the key player in the case of asym-

metric matrix of cross-effects.

When the matrix of cross-effects is symmetric, then bkj(g, a) = bjk(g, a) for all

k and all j, i.e., B = B′. Hence, we have ı′B = ı′B′ = (Bı)′ = b′, implying that

for a symmetric adjacency matrix G the group intercentrality of players i1, . . . , ik in

Definition 5.1 can be rewritten as

csym
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) = b′E
(
E′BE

)−1 E′b. (5.9)

Then it immediately follows that with k = 1 the above measure is simply the indi-

vidual intercentrality measure given in (5.5).

If we set k = n and choose the ordering of all removed players such that E = I,

the group intercentrality in Definition 5.1 reduces to c{1,2,...,n}(g, a) = ı′BB−1b =
ı′b = b(g, a), which is the sum of the KB centralities of all the n players.11 This

is not surprising, because if we are interested in a group of all players, there are

no outside actors left. Consequently, there are no non-members on which agents

can exert payoff externalities. Recall that such externalities are internalized by the

intercentrality measure, which makes it different from the KB centrality measure.

But for k = n there are no other externalities to account for, hence the group inter-

centrality is nothing else than the sum of the KB centralities of all players.

The above observation also implies that if the network g consists of two separate

(independent) subnetworks, then the group intercentrality of all players from one

of the subnetworks is just equal to the sum of the KB centralities of the players
11 Different ordering of the n players results in a different permutation matrix E of order n, but it will
always give exactly the same outcome. Similarly, using the alternative formulation of the group inter-
centrality in (5.8), c{i1 ,...,ik}(g, a) = b(g, a)− b(g−{i1 ,...,ik}, a) + k, it is easy to confirm that for k = n we
have c{1,...,n}(g, a) = b(g, a), since then b(g−{1,...,n}, a) = ı′(I− aO)−1ı = n, where O is the n-square null
matrix.
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from that group.12 That is, as group outsiders do not have any link with the group

insiders, there cannot be any kind of payoff externalities that group-members exert

on outsiders. Of course, this result does not hold anymore, if the group consists of

players from both subnetworks. Let us consider some other properties of the group

intercentrality measure.

Positivity: The group intercentrality measure is always strictly positive because

c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) ≥ k for all k = 1, . . . , n. This trivially follows from c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) =
b(g, a) −b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) + k, noting that b(g, a) ≥ b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a). The last inequal-

ity is due to the fact that b(g, a) = ı′(I + aG + a2G2 + · · · )ı and G ≥ G−{i1,...,ik}.

Isolate group: An isolate group has the group intercentrality value equal to its

size, i.e., c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = k if i1, . . . , ik are all isolates (i.e., gis j = gjis = 0 for all s =
1, . . . , k and all j). In such cases, b(g, a) = b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) as the two corresponding

networks g and g−{i1,...,ik} are exactly identical. Thus, c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = b(g, a) −
b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) + k = k for all k = 1, . . . , n.

Subadditivity (or redundancy): ∑k
s=1 cis(g, a) ≥ c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) for all k = 1, . . . , n,

with equality holding if and only if players i1, i2, . . . , ik are all isolates (see Appendix

5.A). In words, the group intercentrality of order k never exceeds the sum of the

individual intercentralities of the players composing the group. This is the outcome

of the fact that in networks, players may be redundant with respect to adjacency,

distance, and bridging (see e.g., Borgatti, 2006).

Symmetry: If b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = b(g−{j1,...,jk}, a) for the two groups {i1, . . . , ik}
and {j1, . . . , jk}, then c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = c{j1,...,jk}(g, a). That is, two groups of the same

size are symmetric, if they have an identical (marginal) contribution to the overall

equilibrium activity. This interpretation follows, since in this case the Nash equi-

12 Mathematically, this can be proved as follows. Let the network g consist of two clusters (I and II), and
no player in cluster I has a link to any of the players in cluster II, and vice versa, no player in cluster II
has a link to any player of cluster I. That is, in terms of partitioned matrices we have

B =

[
I− a

(
Gk Okt
Otk Gt

)]−1

=
[

Bk Okt
Otk Bt

]
,

where, for example, Gk is the k-square adjacency matrix of all k players in cluster I, Okt is the k× t null
matrix, Bk = (Ik − aGk)−1, and k + t = n. To find the group intercentrality of all players in cluster I,
take E′ = [Ik Okt]. Note that in this case the vector of KB centralities is equal to

b = Bı =
[

bk
bt

]
,

where, for example, bt = Btıt is the vector of KB centralities of all players in cluster II. Then using
the group intercentrality formula in Definition 5.1 and the above partitioned matrix B, one can by sim-
ple matrix multiplication easily verify that the group intercentrality of all k players from cluster I is
c{i1 ,...,ik} = ı′kbk . Similarly, the t-th order group intercentrality of all t players from cluster II is equal to
c{ik+1 ,...,in} = ı′tbt, where we have to redefine E now such that 1’s appear in rows corresponding to the
players of cluster II only.
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librium efforts (5.3) of the network game imply x∗(Σ)− x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) = x∗(Σ)−
x∗(Σ−{j1,...,jk}).

Strict monotonicity: The group intercentrality is strictly monotonically increasing

in the size of the group, i.e., c{i1,...,ik+1}(g, a) > c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) for all k = 1, . . . , n− 1.

This holds as c{i1,...,ik+1}(g, a)− c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)− b(g−{i1,...,ik+1}, a)+
1 = cik+1

(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) ≥ 1, where we have used the positivity property of the in-

tercentrality measure.

Constant difference: If eliminating two groups {i1, . . . , ik} and {j1, . . . , jk+r} with

r ≥ 1 totally nullify the new adjacency matrices of the resulting networks, then

c{j1,...,jk+r}(g, a)− c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = r. This is because then G−{i1,...,ik} = G−{j1,...,jk+r} =
O, implying b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = b(g−{j1,...,jk+r}, a). Using then the expression (5.7) for

the intercentrality measure gives the result. Note that this outcome (similar to the

symmetry property) implies that the two groups have equal contributions to the ag-

gregate equilibrium efforts, since then it follows from (5.3) that x∗(Σ−{j1,...,jk+r}) =
x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) = αn/(β + γn).

It might happen that the planner is interested in a group of players whose

removal from the initial network g gives the lowest possible reduction in the ag-

gregate equilibrium outcome, i.e., instead of (5.6) the planner’s problem now is

max
{

x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

. Since the last problem and (5.6) are

mirror reflections of each other, Theorem 5.1 implies the following.

Corollary 5.1. If aµ(G) < 1, the key group {i∗1 , . . . , i∗k} of size k that solves the problem

max
{

x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

has the lowest k-th order group inter-

centrality of parameter a in g, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, i.e., c{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}
(g, a) ≤ c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) for

all {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N with ir 6= is.

5.3 Key player/group search: accounting for players’

exogenous heterogeneity

The entire discussion in the previous section was based on the assumption that

players are ex ante exogenously identical. In terms of the model, we have assumed

that αi = α for all i = 1, . . . , n in the utility function (5.1). However, from a prac-

tical point of view this assumption is quite restrictive, since ignoring exogenous

heterogeneity, captured by different values of αi, implies that observable differences

between individuals are neglected. For player i, for example, these heterogeneities

include (among other factors) gender, age, race, motivation, education, parents’
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characteristics (education, occupation, age, etc.), household size, residential neigh-

borhood factors, and also the average levels of all these mentioned factors for all

players that are linked to player i. Evidently, in general, not accounting for such

important differences gives totally biased results in empirical work. A recent study

of Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009) takes such exogenous heterogeneity into account

in studying the effect of social networks on pupils’ school performance in case of

an adolescent friendship network in the US.

Before considering the key player/group problem in the presence of ex ante

heterogeneity, we first introduce the following definition, following BCZ (2006) and

Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009).

Definition 5.2. Given a positive vector u and a small enough scalar a ≥ 0, the vector

of u-weighted Katz-Bonacich centrality of parameter a in the network g is bu(g, a) =
(I− aG)−1u = ∑+∞

k=0 akGku.

Note that the “standard” unweighted KB centrality b(g, a) corresponds to the u-

weighted KB centrality when u = ı. Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009) show that the

previous condition of λµ(G) < β does not anymore guarantee the interiority of

the equilibrium, although it suffices for the equilibrium existence and uniqueness

in case of α 6= αı. Instead the corresponding sufficient condition becomes λµ(G) +
nγ(α/α − 1) < β, where α = max{αi | i = 1, . . . , n}, α = min{αi | i = 1, . . . , n},

and thus nγ(α/α− 1) ≥ 0. Its economic interpretation is somewhat similar to that

of the earlier condition, but now it also depends on the size of the global level of

substitutabilities, γ. The new condition imposes more stringent requirements on

λµ(G) (local complementarities), γ (global substitutabilities) and α/α (marginal

payoff differences) such that “players have no incentives to increase their effort

level without bound [in the presence of payoff complementarities], neither to free-

ride on their network peers by decreasing them to zero [in the presence of payoff

substitutabilities]” (Calvó-Armengol et al., 2008, p. 39).

Theorem 1 in Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009) shows that once different values of αi

across players in the objective function (5.1) are allowed, then the Nash equilibrium

effort levels are different from those in (5.3) and are instead given by

x∗α(Σ) =
1
β

[
bα(g, a)− γbα(g, a)

β + γb(g, a)
b(g, a)

]
, (5.10)

where bα(g, a) = ı′bα(g, a), and the equilibrium efforts are denoted by the super-

script α as well to indicate the fact that compared to (5.3) now players’ ex ante

heterogeneity is taken into account.
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Note that when α = αı, we have bα(g, a) = αb(g, a) and the equilibrium closed-

form expression in (5.10) reduces to (5.3). Now we first wish to establish the re-

lationship between the overall equilibrium outcome, x∗α
(
Σ) = ı′x∗α

(
Σ), and the

density of the adjacency matrix G.13 Consider two adjacency matrices G̃ and G,

not necessarily symmetric, such that g̃ij ≥ gij for all i and all j ( 6= i), with at

least one strict inequality (in matrix notation, G̃ > G). It follows from (5.2) that

Σ̃ = −βI− γU + λG̃. The following result is proved in the Appendix.

Lemma 5.2. Let G̃ and G be two adjacency matrices such that G̃ > G. For given α, β, γ

and λ, if λµ(G̃) + nγ(α/α− 1) < β, then x∗α
(
Σ̃) > x∗α

(
Σ).

The lemma above shows that a network with more links has a strictly larger overall

equilibrium outcome than the network with fewer connections. This is because a

higher density of G implies more complementarities between players that lead to

an increase in the number of un- and α-weighted direct and indirect paths, which

ultimately increase the overall equilibrium activity.

As in the previous section the superscript −{i1, . . . , ik} to the adjacency matrix

G indicates that its corresponding rows and columns elements are all set to zero.

The planner is searching for k players from the population that have the maximal

simultaneous impact on the overall equilibrium efforts. Similar to the players’ ex

ante homogeneity case discussed in Section 5.2, the planner’s problem of maxi-

mizing the difference between the aggregate outputs before and after removal of

individuals i1, . . . , ik from the network is equivalent to

min
{

x∗α
(
Σ−{i1,...,ik}

)
| {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is

}
. (5.11)

Evidently, given the exogenous heterogeneity of players captured by α, in general,

the solutions (i.e., key groups of size k) of (5.6) and (5.11) do not correspond to each

other. Similar to Definition 5.2, we next define a weighted version of the group

intercentrality measure as follows.

Definition 5.3. Given a positive vector u and a small enough scalar a ≥ 0, the u-

weighted group intercentrality of order k of players i1, . . . , ik (ir 6= is) of parameter a in g is

cu
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) = ı′BE (E′BE)−1 E′bu, where E =
(
ei1 , . . . , eik

)
and bu is the u-weighted

KB centrality vector.

Notice that when u = ı, the u-weighted group intercentrality defined above boils

down to the k-order group intercentrality measure in Definition 5.1. For a symmet-

13 Theorem 2 in BCZ (2006) considers this link for the case of players’ ex ante homogeneity (i.e., α = αı)
and symmetric matrix of cross-effects (i.e., Σ = Σ′).
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ric adjacency matrix G, the u-weighted group intercentrality becomes (compare to

(5.9))

cu,sym
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) = b′E(E′BE)−1E′bu.

When k = 1, the u-weighted group intercentrality in Definition 5.3 reduces to

cu
i (g, a) = ı′Bei · bu

i /bii, where bu
i is the i-th element of bu(g, a). Further for a

symmetric matrix of cross-effects Σ (or, equivalently, symmetric G) we will have

cu,sym
i (g, a) = bibu

i /bii.

Similar to the unweighted intercentrality, the alternative formulation of the u-

weighted group intercentrality measure can be written as

cu
{i1,...,ik}(g, a) = bu(g, a)− bu(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) +

k

∑
s=1

uis , (5.12)

where bu(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = ı′B(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)u. The KB centralities of the removed

players are bu
is(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = uis for all s = 1, . . . , k (see footnote 8) and should not

be part of the group intercentrality measure, hence the sum ∑k
s=1 uis is added.14

It follows from (5.10) that x∗α(Σ) = bα(g, a)/[β + γb(g, a)]. Thus, using (5.12)

and the identity ∑k
s=1 αis = ı′EE′α, the overall equilibrium efforts when players

i1, . . . , ik are removed from the network can be expressed in terms of only the initial

network g as follows

x∗α(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) =
bα(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)

β + γb(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)

=
bα(g, a) + ∑k

s=1 αis − cα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a)

β + γ
(
b(g, a) + k− c{i1,...,ik}(g, a)

)
=

ı′
[
B + EE′ − BE(E′BE)−1E′B

]
α

β + γı′ [B + EE′ − BE(E′BE)−1E′B] ı
≡ rα

{i1,...,ik}(g, a, γ).

(5.13)

Equation (5.13) shows that the residual aggregate equilibrium activity without play-

ers i1, . . . , ik, rα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a, γ), besides depending on the main parameters of the

model (i.e., a = λ/β and γ), also depends on α, and on the unweighted and α-

weighted KB centrality and group intercentrality measures. Hence,

Theorem 5.2. If λµ(G) + nγ(α/α − 1) < β, the key group {i∗1 , . . . , i∗k} of size k that

solves the problem min
{

x∗α(Σ−{i1,...,ik})|{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

matches the lowest

14 Thus, in case of players’ exogenous homogeneity, u = ı, we have ∑k
s=1 uis = k, so that cu

{i1 ,...,ik}
(g, a)

reduces to the standard unweighted group intercentrality given in (5.7).
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residual aggregate equilibrium activity of parameters a and γ in the network g, where 1 ≤
k ≤ n, i.e., rα

{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}
(g, a, γ) ≤ rα

{i1,...,ik}
(g, a, γ) for all {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N and ir 6= is.

Note that in case of homogeneous observable characteristics of players (i.e., α = αı),

the residual aggregate equilibrium activity boils down to (suppressing (g, a)’s)

r{i1,...,ik}(g, a, γ) =
α
(
b + k− c{i1,...,ik}

)
β + γ

(
b + k− c{i1,...,ik}

) = α

[
γ +

β

b + k− c{i1,...,ik}

]−1

, (5.14)

hence no longer depends on the α-weighted group intercentralities and KB cen-

tralities. One can easily observe that in (5.14) for given k it is only the group in-

tercentrality c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) that is changing when the identities of players i1, . . . , ik

change, and since ∂r{i1,...,ik}(g, a, γ)/∂c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) < 0, minimization of the resid-

ual overall efforts with respect to the group of players i1, . . . , ik is exactly equiva-

lent to such maximization of the group intercentrality measure. That is why Theo-

rem 5.1 followed. But in the presence of players’ ex ante heterogeneity, the overall

residual equilibrium output is also a function of the α-weighted (inter)centralities,

and, moreover, it depends in a non-additive way on α-weighted and unweighted

group intercentralities and KB centralities. Hence it is the interaction of both α-

weighted and standard KB centralities and group intercentralities together with

given levels of concavity, global substitutability and local complementarity param-

eters that identify the key group (or the key player).

As a final remark, note that since αi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, all the properties

of the unweighted intercentrality measure discussed in Section 5.2.2 also hold for

the α-weighted intercentrality measure, except for the properties of isolate group

and constant difference. The isolate group i1, . . . , ik has the group intercentrality

equal to cα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) = ∑k
s=1 αis . The difference in two α-weighted group inter-

centralities of orders k + r and k, when removal of the corresponding groups totally

nullify the new adjacency matrices, is no longer equal to r, and using (5.12) instead

is cα
{j1,...,jk+r}

(g, a) − cα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) = ∑k+r
s=1 αjs − ∑k

s=1 αis , hence is not constant for

different pairs of groups. This difference boils down to r if αi = 1 for all i. Fur-

ther, the positivity property of the α-weighted group intercentrality holds because

cα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a) ≥ ∑k
s=1 αis for all k = 1, . . . , n.

Finally, Theorem 5.2 implies the following result if the planner’s problem is

max
{

x∗α(Σ−{i1,...,ik}) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

instead of (5.11).

Corollary 5.2. If λµ(G) + nγ(α/α − 1) < β, the key group {i∗1 , . . . , i∗k} of size k that

solves the problem max
{

x∗α(Σ−{i1,...,ik})|{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

matches the highest
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residual aggregate equilibrium activity of parameters a and γ in g, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, i.e.,

rα
{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}

(g, a, γ) ≥ rα
{i1,...,ik}

(g, a, γ) for all {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N.

5.4 Optimal size of the key group

Up to this point the size of the group was assumed to be exogenously given. How-

ever, targeting a group of certain size besides bringing benefits, in general, also

costs a planner time, money, energy, etc., the overall extent of which depends on

the size of the group. For instance, if the aim of the planner is to maximally disrupt

a criminal network by neutralizing a small subset of criminals, then the benefit of

obtaining lower criminal activity in a society comes at the price of all kinds of costs

related to planning and implementing the annihilating aim (i.e., information, time,

people, instruments, etc.), and it is clear that both benefits and costs are largely de-

pendent on the group size. Hence, since targeting groups of different sizes yields

different benefits and costs, one may wish to study what is the optimal size of the

key group that the planner should target on.

We assume that the planner, while targeting a key group of size k, receives a total

benefit proportional to the group’s contribution to the overall equilibrium activity,

φ
[
x∗α(Σ) − x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k})

]
with φ > 0, and incurs the total cost of f (k) for k =

1, . . . , n. The cost function may be linear in the group’s size, such as f (k) = νk with

ν > 0, or we can have a convex cost function, say, given by f (k) = νk2 so that the

pattern of increasing marginal cost in the group size is captured. We assume that

∂ f (k)/∂k > 0. The planner optimally chooses the size of the group such that it

maximizes the net gain, i.e.,

max
k

φ
[

x∗α(Σ)− x∗α
(
Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}

)]
− f (k). (5.15)

As long as g 6= ∅, the key group will have members active in the network (non-

isolates), hence x∗α(Σ) > x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}) as Σ > Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k} for all k = 1, . . . , n (this

follows from Lemma 5.2). However, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that the benefit

(the first part in (5.15)) is monotonically increasing in the key group size, since

x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}) ≥ x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k+1}). This last inequality is not strict as it might very

well happen that Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k} = Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k+1} for some (large) k. Since both the ben-

efit and the cost of group targeting are monotonically increasing in the size of the

(key) group, it might very well happen that the net gain is always negative for all

ranges of k ∈ [1, n], thus the optimal size of the key group is zero. To avoid this
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uninteresting case of k∗ = 0, we assume that there exists at least one k > 0 such

that the condition φ
[
x∗α(Σ)− x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k})

]
− f (k) > 0 holds. Using (5.13) it can

be shown that the last condition may be rewritten as

φ

f (k)
>

(β + γb)(β + γ(b + k− ci1,...,ik ))

(β + γb)(cα
i1,...,ik

−∑k
s=1 αis)− γbα(ci1,...,ik − k)

, (5.16)

where for simplicity we have suppressed the expression (g, a), and (5.16) in case of

α = αı reduces to

φ

f (k)
>

(β + γb)(β + γ(b + k− ci1,...,ik ))
αβ(ci1,...,ik − k)

. (5.17)

The isolate group property implies that cα
i∗1 ,...,i∗k

(g, a) = ∑k
s=1 αis and ci∗1 ,...,i∗k

(g, a) = k

if and only if each of i∗1 , . . . , i∗k is an isolate player. However, with g 6= ∅ it is

always true that not all the members of the key group are isolate, hence the right-

hand sides of (5.16) and (5.17) are well-defined. Problem (5.15) is equivalent to

min
{
`(α, Σ, k) | k = 1, . . . , n

}
, where a loss of the key group of size k is defined as

`(α, Σ, k) ≡ φx∗α
(
Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}

)
+ f (k). Hence, the loss of the key group of size k is

equal to

`(α, Σ, k) = φ · rα
{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}

(g, a, γ) + f (k),

where we use the expressions in (5.13) and (5.14) for the residual aggregate equi-

librium activity, rα
{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}

(g, a, γ), with and without considering players’ ex ante ex-

ogenous heterogeneity, respectively. Note also that now we are restricting our focus

on key groups only.

The key group loss thus, in general, depends in a complex way on the α-weighted

and unweighted (inter)centralities. It shows that an increase in k has two oppos-

ing effects on the key group loss. First, the loss decreases since the residual ag-

gregate activity is monotonically decreasing in the group size (which follows from

Lemma 5.2). Second, the loss of the key group goes up due to an increase in costs

of targeting larger sized groups.15 The following result is then obvious.

Theorem 5.3. Assume that the net gain of targeting the key group of size k is given

by φ
[
x∗α(Σ) − x∗α(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k})

]
− f (k), where φ > 0, and the condition in (5.16) holds

15 This resembles the well-known Baumol-Tobin model of money demand, where the total cost of hold-
ing money consists of: (i) forgone interests that decrease in the number of money withdrawals from a
bank, and (ii) cost of withdrawals that is increasing in the number of trips to the bank.
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Figure 5.2: A hypothetical example of the covert network

for at least one k. Then the optimal key group size k∗ has the lowest key group loss, i.e.,

`(α, Σ, k∗) ≤ `(α, Σ, k) for all k = 1, . . . , n.

5.5 Application to a covert network example

In this section we apply the key player/group problem and the key group loss

measure for identifying the optimal group size to a hypothetical example of a covert

network. The covert network, or the red ream consists of a set of small, but largely

interconnected sets of agents with little links between the sets, which mimics the

organizational structure of large terrorist organizations (see e.g., Krebs, 2002). An

example of (a small part of) such a network is given in Figure 5.2, which consists

of three densely intraconnected groups of six players each that are also weakly

connected to each other.

Let us first consider the case of α = αı. Table 5.1 gives the KB centrality, individ-

ual and group intercentrality measures for k ∈ [1, 4] and a = 0.1.16 Since the graph

of the network is undirected, we use the symmetric group intercentrality measure

given in (5.9). Although players 4, 11 and 13 have the highest number of direct links

16 The largest eigenvalue of the network in Figure 5.2 is equal to 4.894, hence the values of a ∈ (0, 0.204)
result in a well-defined and nonnegative matrix B. The MATLAB program for computation of the group
intercentrality measures is given in the appendix of Temurshoev (2008).
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Table 5.1: Centrality and intercentrality measures

Rank Player bi Player csym
i Group of size 2 csym

{i1 ,i2}

1 (key) 13 2.161 4 4.282 {4,11} 8.307
2 4 2.156 13 4.269 {4,13} 8.297
3 11 2.130 11 4.152 {11,13} 8.284
4 16 2.009 16 3.748 {4,12} 7.954

Group of size 3 csym
{i1 ,i2 ,i3}

1 (key) {4,11,13} 12.196
2 {2,11,13}, {5,11,13} 11.716
3 {4,11,15}, {4,11,17} 11.679
4 {4,7,13}, {4,9,13} 11.671

Group of size 4 csym
{i1 ,i2 ,i3 ,i4}

1 (key) {2,4,11,13}, {3,4,11,13}, {4,5,11,13} 14.685
2 {4,7,11,13}, {4,9,11,13}, {4,11,13,15}, {4,11,13,17} 14.575
3 {1,4,11,13}, {4,6,11,13}, {4,6,7,13}, {4,6,9,13} 14.320
4 {2,11,13,16}, {5,11,13,16} 14.311

Note: The intercentralities of all possible groups of size k ∈ [1, 4] were computed,
which mathematically amount to the combinations of n = 18 players taken k at
a time, Cn

k = n!/(k!(n − k)!). Hence, all 18, 153, 816, and 3060 groups of size
k = 1, . . . , 4 were considered, respectively.

(i.e., six direct contacts each), player 13 is the most central player (it has the highest

KB centrality), while player 4 is the key player (it has the highest intercentrality).

This outcome was already shown in a different example in BCZ (2006, Table 1),

which implies that the most central player is not necessarily an optimal target for

the social planner who seeks the key player - i.e., the player with the highest joint

direct and indirect impact on aggregate equilibrium outcome.

Turning our attention to the key group problem, Table 5.1 clearly demonstrates

that the key group of size 2 consists of actors 4 and 11, and that does not match

with the top 2 players with the highest individual intercentralities (i.e, actors 4 and

13). Note that they are also the most central players indicated by their respective

KB centralities. In this example, the key group of size 3 includes the three play-

ers with the largest individual intercentrality (and KB centrality) measures. This

is, in fact, an expectable outcome because these three actors (i.e., 4, 11 and 13) play

liaising roles in connecting the three subsets of the network in Figure 5.2, besides

having the largest number of direct links. Note also that each actor belongs to a

different subset. However, in the case of group size 4, the key group is again not

comprised of players with the highest individual intercentralities (and KB central-

ities). Together with the players from the key group of size 3, the fourth actor is

player 2 (3, and 5, respectively, because there are three key groups of size 4 with
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equal group intercentrality values) and not player 16. Moreover, the set of four

players with the largest individual intercentralities appears only in the fifth rank

with csym
{4,11,13,16} = 14.254 (not shown in Table 5.1).

Observe that in Table 5.1 all the members of the key group of size k are also

included in the key group of size k + 1. This is, however, a mere coincidence, and

is not true in general. That is, the key group selection problem is not identical to a

sequential key player problem.17

The lack of coincidence between the composition of the key group and the ran-

king based on the key player problem is due to a redundancy principle inherent to

the majority of real life networks. Arguing that the information and control ben-

efits of a large and diverse network are more than those of a small and homoge-

neous network, Burt (1992, p.17), for example, states: “What matters is the number

of nonredundant contacts. Contacts are redundant to the extent that they lead to

the same people, and so provide the same information benefits.” In general, re-

dundancy of players in a network may be with respect to adjacency, distance, and

bridging (see e.g., Borgatti, 2006). One of the measures of redundancy is the notion

of structural equivalence of nodes that reflects agents’ similarity in terms of their

linkages to third parties. In our case, some actors might be quite similar to each

other in terms of their linking structure, and thus it is expected that the key group

members consist of players that are relatively nonredundant.

To compare our results of the key group problem (with ex ante identical actors)

with the notion of structural equivalence of players, we use a hierarchical agglome-

rative cluster analysis to identify groups of players that are similar in their patterns

of ties to all other players (see e.g., Lattin et al., 2003, Chapter 8). Cluster analysis

partitions actors to subgroups of perfectly or approximately structurally equivalent

members. Each actor is initially considered as a singleton cluster, and then clusters

are successively joined until all players merge into a single cluster. The process

starts with constructing a so-called similarity matrix of players. We measure simi-

larity of a pair of players by counting the proportion of their matches to all other

actors.18 The resulting similarity matrix is given in Table 5.2. The number 0.938 in

the cell (2,1), for example, means that actors 1 and 2 have the same tie (present or

absent) to other actors 93.8% of the time. That is, actors 1 and 2 have the same tie

with actor k 6= 1, 2 if g1k = g2k, where we have set gij = gji = 1 if there is a direct

17 In fact, the point that the key group problem and the sequential key player problem are not equivalent
is shown in Ballester et al. (2004, pp. 19-20).
18 We also used a matrix of Euclidian distances to measure the “distance” or “dissimilarity” between the
tie profiles of each pair of actors. The outcome of the cluster analysis totally coincides with that based on
the similarity matrix of proportions of matches.
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connection between players i and j ( 6= i). So in the example considered, there are

15 out of 16 links (absent and present) that are the same for players 1 and 2 (thus,

15/16 = 0.9375). Hence, the higher this score the more similar are the players in a

particular pair.

Next the agglomerative cluster analysis starts from n clusters of size 1 and at

each stage of the process finds the two “closest” (most homogeneous) clusters and

joins them together. For example, the pairs of players {2, 5}, {17, 15} and {7, 9}
are perfectly structurally equivalent (i.e., the corresponding cells are equal to 1.000

in Table 5.2). So these pairs are joined together to make the first three clusters of

two actors each. On the basis of new similarity matrices this process continues

until only one cluster of size n remains, and this hierarchical sequence of merging

clusters is visually depicted by a tree diagram, also called a dendrogram. We have

used the average link criteria for forming clusters, which computes the similarity

of the average scores in the newly formed cluster to all other partitions.19 The

resulting tree diagram is given in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Hierarchical dendrogram of the covert network in Figure 5.2

19 There are two other basic criteria for forming clusters: single link and complete link. The single (com-
plete) method computes similarities on the basis of the similarity of the member of the new cluster that
is most (least) similar to each other cluster. While the single link approach is too myopic, the complete
link method tends to give highly separated diagrams with tightly bound clusters. Hence, the average
linkage is a sort of compromise between the single and the complete linkages. “Some authors prefer
this method [average approach] because it comes closest to fitting a tree that satisfies a least squares
minimization criterion” (Lattin et al., 2003, p. 282).
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As can be seen from Figure 5.3, nonoverlapping clusters are a product of the hierar-

chical agglomerative cluster analysis, i.e., the smaller clusters are subsumed within

successively larger clusters at higher levels of agglomeration. It is clear that higher

values of agglomeration indicate lower structural equivalence, less similarity, or

greater within-cluster “distance”. However, for our purposes we are not interested

in choosing the level of agglomeration that provides the “best” representation of

the number of structurally equivalent positions in the network. Instead we aim at

confirming or rejecting our conjecture that the key group includes less structurally

equivalent (nonredundant) players that are exogenously identical.

The dendrogram in Figure 5.3 identifies two clusters at relatively high agglome-

ration level: {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} and the rest subsuming the second cluster. Note that

the two actors with the highest individual intercentrality measures (i.e., players 4

and 13) are both members of the second cluster, hence are more homogeneous in

their tieing structure than a pair of players from the two different clusters. As we

expected, the key group of size 2 consists of players 4 and 11 that are part of the two

different clusters, thus being less redundant with respect to each other than the pair

{4, 13}. Moreover, within these two clusters, respectively, actors 4 and 11 are less

similar to all other members, which is shown by the fact that they join their clus-

ters only at the highest level of agglomeration. Similarly, the relatively higher level

of similarity produces three clusters: A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, B = {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12},

and C = {13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18}. Again, the members of the key group of size 3 (i.e.,

players 4, 11, and 13) are each part of one of these three different clusters. A higher

similarity level (i.e., lower agglomeration level) disaggregates cluster A into two

sets of relatively homogeneous players by identifying actor 4 as one cluster and

the rest as the second (while clusters B and C remain unchanged). Hence, our key

group of size 4 besides actors 4, 11, 13 picks one player from the remaining part of

cluster A, i.e., from {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}.

However, this coincidence of the key group problem and the cluster analysis

does not hold in general. In particular, for a larger size of the key group and lower

levels of agglomeration the two approaches yield different results. First, observe

from Figure 5.3 that one cannot disaggregate the players into 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,

16 and 17 clusters as certain agglomeration (similarity) levels of the partitions are

equal. Second, not all non-similar actors (i.e., actors from different clusters) com-

prise the key group of a larger size. For example, let us take the key group of size 7.

There are twelve key groups of size 7 with group intercentralities equal to 21.321.

One of these groups is {2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 13, 15}. From Figure 5.3 we have the follow-
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ing seven clusters: {1, 2, 3, 5}, {4}, {6}, {13, 15, 17}, {14, 16, 18}, {7, 8, 9, 10, 12} and

{11}. Hence, four members of the given key group of size 7 are part of only two

clusters (players 2 and 3 are in one cluster, 13 and 15 are in another), while there

is no key group member from clusters {6} and {14, 16, 18}. In fact, these last two

clusters are not represented in any of the other eleven key groups of size 7. These

findings clearly show that using cluster analysis for finding key groups in networks

would be misleading, since the right candidate for the key group should not only

have a diverse direct linking structure, but also a diverse indirect impact on the rest

of the system. Another reason why cluster analysis cannot exactly determine the

key group members is that different criteria for forming clusters may very well give

different outcomes. All in all, however, despite these inconsistencies, the key group

problem and cluster analysis are related in the sense that the key group members

are to some extent less structurally equivalent. In particular, members of the key

group of a smaller size are rather nonredundant with respect to each other in terms

of their linking patterns in the network.20

In our next step, the key group intercentralities for all k = 1, . . . , 18 of our

covert network example are graphed in Figure 5.4 (upper left figure), where it

is assumed that α = β = 1 and γ = 0.1. Key group intercentrality sequen-

tially increases from c4(g, 0.1) = 4.282 up to c{1,...,18}(g, 0.1) = b(g, 0.1) = 34.848,

which reflects the strict monotonicity property of the group intercentrality mea-

sure. In the upper right figure we graph the contribution of the key group to the

overall equilibrium activity (depicted by triangles), i.e., x∗(Σ)− x∗(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}) for

all k = 1, . . . , n, and the difference in the key group intercentralities (depicted

by a line). This difference, c{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}
(g, 0.1) − c{i∗1 ,...,i∗k−1}

(g, 0.1), is decreasing for

k = 1, . . . , 12, and remains constant at the value of one afterwards. This is because

removing key group of size k = 12, . . . , 18 totally nullifies the new adjacency ma-

trix in our example, which is what we have called the constant difference property

of the group intercentrality measure in Section 5.2.2. Note that this also implies

that all the key groups of size k ∈ [12, 18] have equal contributions to the aggre-

gate equilibrium output, which is equal to 1.342 (i.e., x∗(Σ) − x∗(Σ−{i∗1 ,...,i∗k}) =
αb(g, 0.1)/(β + γb(g, 0.1))− αn/(β + γn)).

To find out what is the optimal size of the key group, we determine the value

20 Another main reason of (possible) different results of the key group problem and cluster analysis for
groups of larger size, is that, in general, the key group selection problem is not identical to a sequential
key player problem. Thus, comparing the key group outcomes to those from the hierarchical agglo-
merative cluster analysis when the size of the considered group is rather large, in general, makes little
sense. This is because in cluster analysis once actors are part of a group they will never leave it and only
additional actors join the group at a higher level of agglomeration.
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Figure 5.4: Key group intercentrality and losses ( α = β = 1, γ = ν = 0.1 and φ = 5)

for k that gives the minimum key group loss (Theorem 5.3). The bottom part of

Figure 5.4 graphs the key group losses based on the cost functions of f (k) = νk

and f (k) = νk2, respectively, where ν = 0.1 and φ = 5. It shows that in case of

the linear cost function, the optimal size of the key group is k∗l = 12, while that

in case of the convex cost function is k∗c = 3. Hence, the form of the cost function

f (k) plays a crucial role in identifying the optimal size of the key group. This is an

expectable outcome, since with convex cost functions marginal cost is increasing in

k, thus targeting higher order key groups might easily lead to negative net gains for

the planner.

We should also note that when targeting groups of players is costless, i.e., f (k) =
0 for all k = 1, . . . , n, then the smallest size k that results in the largest contribution

to the overall activity level depends on whether there are isolate players in the net-

work present or not. For a connected network, the easiest optimal choice is simply

the group consisting of all players, i.e., k∗ = n. If, for example, in our example

with linear cost function we would have ν = 0, then the optimal group size is

k∗ = 12, . . . , 18. All the key groups of size k = 12, . . . , 18 give an equal net benefit

(of 6.038) because, as already mentioned above, they all contribute equally to the

overall equilibrium outcome.

Finally, let us consider the case of ex ante exogenous heterogeneity of players,
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i.e., α 6= αı, and assume that αi = 1.27 for i = 7, 8, 9, 10 and unity otherwise. From

Figure 5.2 it is clear that we assume that the four players in the bottom right subset

of the covert network (i.e., players 7, 8, 9 and 10) are given more weight in their

exogenous heterogeneity part, while the weights of the rest remain unchanged and

identical across players. The four largest α-weighted KB centralities and smallest

residual equilibrium outputs with corresponding players or group of players for

k ∈ [1, 4] and a = 0.1 are reported in Table 5.2. The α-weighted KB centrality

identifies players 7 and 9 to be the most central actors. Comparing this with the

results of the unweighted KB centralities given in Table 5.1 suggests a big difference

in the outcomes. In particular, players 7 and 9 (together with 2 and 5) have only the

8-th largest unweighted KB centrality of bi = 1.948 (not shown in Table 5.1).

Table 5.3: The α-weighted centrality and residual aggregate activity

R. Player bα
i Player ri Group of size 2 r{i1 ,i2}

1 7; 9 2.3676 7; 9 7.9888 {4,9}, {4,7} 7.8200
2 11 2.3056 11 7.9924 {7,13}, {9,13} 7.8230
3 8 2.1881 12 8.0320 {11,13} 7.8231
4 13 2.1759 8 8.0342 {4,11} 7.8279

Group of size 3 r{i1 ,i2 ,i3} Group of size 4 r{i1 ,...,i4}

1 {4,7,13}, {4,9,13} 7.6409 {4,7,11,13}, {4,9,11,13} 7.4577
2 {4,11,13} 7.6452 {4,7,9,13} 7.4652
3 {4,7,11}, {4,9,11} 7.6537 {2,7,11,13}, {5,7,11,13}, {2,9,11,13}, {5,9,11,13} 7.4929
4 {7,11,13}, {9,11,13} 7.6568 {4,7,11,15}, {4,9,11,15}, {4,9,11,17}, {4,7,11,17} 7.4937

Note: “R.” stands for rank. As before it is assumed that α = β = 1, a = γ = ν = 0.1 and φ = 5.
Given these values, the sufficiency condition in Theorem 5.2 for the equilibrium uniqueness and
interiority is satisfied. See also notes to Table 5.1.

From Theorem 5.2 it follows the the key player/group has the lowest residual over-

all equilibrium output, rα
{i1,...,}(g, a, γ), given in (5.13). Table 5.3 shows that the key

player, when exogenous heterogeneity of all actors is taken into account, is player

7 (or, 9), and not player 4 as identified in Table 5.1. This is an expectable outcome,

since from the “heavy” participants with the largest heterogeneity values (i.e., from

players 7, 8, 9 and 10) actors 7 and 9 have the largest number of direct contacts

(i.e., players 7 and 9 both have 5 direct contacts, while 9 and 10 have only 3 con-

nections). The key group of size two consists of pairs {4, 7} and {4, 9}. Again the

corresponding key group {4, 11} from Table 5.1 takes now the 4-th rank in Table 5.3

(note that the same rank may share more than one group). Further, Table 5.2 shows

that the similarity score is 0.313 for both pairs {4, 7} and {4, 9}, and is 0.375 for

{4, 11}. This means that actors 4 and 7 (or 4 and 9) are less similar in their linking

patterns to their players than actors 4 and 11. Hence, with ex ante heterogeneity,
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both the size of exogenous weights and linking patterns of players determine the

key group members. Note also that the number of key groups can be different with

and without considering individuals’ heterogeneity. For example, there are two key

groups of size 4 in Table 5.3, while neglecting exogenous heterogeneity identifies

three key groups of that size in Table 5.1. Similarly, comparing members of the key

groups of larger sizes confirms that taking exogenous characteristics of individuals

into account results in entirely different outcomes if compared to those based on

the homogeneity assumption.

5.6 Concluding comments

In this chapter we focused on a network game studied by Ballester et al. (2004),

where a group intercentrality measure identifies the key group. That is, a set of players

which, once removed, has the largest (or smallest) impact on the overall activity

level. We derived an alternative closed-form expression for the group intercentral-

ity measure that depends only on the initial network configuration. This general-

izes the key player problem in Ballester et al. (2006) from a search of a single player

to a group selection problem targeting an arbitrary number of players. Further,

unlike the mentioned studies, we consider the key player/group problem taking

into account players’ ex ante exogenous heterogeneity. It is shown that the results

may change dramatically if such heterogeneity is neglected. From a practical per-

spective, this suggests that individual, observable differences must be taken into

account, otherwise the outcome may be considerably biased. Finally, we endo-

genize the size of the key group by taking into account the benefits and costs of a

planner in targeting key groups of different sizes. The optimal size of the key group

gives the lowest key group loss (or, equivalently, the highest net benefit) from the

social planner’s perspective.

Since the equilibrium efforts depend on weighted Katz-Bonacich centrality and

weighted group intercentrality measures, and since the weights represent observ-

able characteristics of players (and their peers), the question arises how in practice

one can deal with the multidimensionality of players’ ex ante heterogeneity (e.g.,

education, age, gender, etcetera). One solution would be to identify as many key

players/groups as the number of observable characteristics of individuals. This

would be helpful in cases where the individuals are targeted only on the basis of

the specific characteristics that concern the planner. On the other hand, if the analyst

were interested in a general indicator of the players’ importance in networks, the
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obvious solution would be to transform all the observable characteristics into one

(or a few) weight variable(s), such that it accounts for as much variability in the

original weights as possible. For reducing the number of exogenous heterogeneity

dimensions one could, for example, use principal component analysis. Once such

weight is (or, few weights are) generated, finding the key player/group in networks

is straightforward as discussed in this chapter.

Possible empirical applications of the key group problem with endogenous group

size depend on the research question and the network content. In any case they will

aim at finding a group of players with the largest (or smallest) influence over the

aggregate activity level, which is a target to be optimized by the social planner.

It is particularly useful for addressing such kind of issues in economics, because

the notions of competition and complementarity due to the network embedded-

ness are explicitly taken into account. Examples include the analysis of crime net-

works (Ballester et al., 2004; Calvó-Armengol and Zenou, 2004), conformism and

social norms (Bernheim, 1994; Akerlof, 1997), firms’ collaboration networks (Goyal

and Moraga-González, 2001; Goyal and Joshi, 2003), networks of interlocking direc-

torates (Dooley, 1969; Mizruchi, 1996; Heemskerk and Schnyder, 2008), and coau-

thor networks (Goyal et al., 2006).

A final remark is that our analysis is not restricted to linear-quadratic utilities

that incorporate the externalities of players’ actions linearly. For a general utility

function that captures nonlinear externalities, a decomposition similar to (5.2) can

be made. This in turn implies that the first-order approximation of the levels of

players’ actions will correspond to the Katz-Bonacich centrality measures. Also, the

entire analysis was done for a given network. Endogenizing the network decision

is possible in a two-stage game, where in the first stage players decide whether to

stay in the network or leave it for some outside option. In the second stage the

network game is played by the remaining actors. This is particularly useful for

the analysis of the effects of different policies in addressing the same issue. Such

a study was undertaken by Ballester et al. (2004), who showed that the policy of

increasing wages raises the effectiveness of the key player policy in reducing crime.
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5.A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 5.1. From the monotonicity of the largest eigenvalue with respect

to the coefficients of the matrix it follows that µ(G) ≥ µ(G−{i1,...,ik}).21 Thus, if B

exists and is nonnegative, so is B−{i1,...,ik} for all {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} (ir 6= is).

Define A ≡ aG, hence A−{i1,...,ik} = aG−{i1,...,ik}. Without loss of generality, we

partition the matrices A and A−{i1,...,ik} (or, equivalently, B and B−{i1,...,ik}) in such a

way that the k removed players constitute their upper left submatrices. Then from

the theory of partitioned matrices it follows that

B−{i1,...,ik} =

[
Ik Okt

Otk It −Att

]−1

=

[
Ik Okt

Otk (It −Att)−1

]
, (5.A.1)

where, for example, It is the t-dimensional identity matrix, Okt is the k × t null

matrix, and k + t = n.

We know that B = I + A + A2 + · · · , hence B− I = A + A2 + · · · = AB, which

in terms of the above-defined partitioned matrices yields the following identity[
Bkk − Ik Bkt

Btk Btt − It

]
=

[
Akk Akt

Atk Att

] [
Bkk Bkt

Btk Btt

]

=

[
AkkBkk + AktBtk AkkBkt + AktBtt

AtkBkk + AttBtk AtkBkt + AttBtt

]
.

The identities in the second row blocks above result in Btk = (It − Att)−1AtkBkk

and Btt = (It −Att)−1(It + AtkBkt), which are, respectively, equivalent to BtkB−1
kk =

(It − Att)−1Atk and Btt − (It − Att)−1 = (It − Att)−1AtkBkt. Thus using the first

equation in the second yields Btt − (It −Att)−1 = BtkB−1
kk Bkt. This together with

(5.A.1) imply

B− B−{i1,...,ik} =

[
Bkk − Ik Bkt

Btk BtkB−1
kk Bkt

]

=

[
BkkB−1

kk Bkk − Ik BkkB−1
kk Bkt

BtkB−1
kk Bkk BtkB−1

kk Bkt

]

=

[
Bkk

Btk

]
B−1

kk

[
Bkk Bkt

]
−
[

Ik O

O O

]
= BE(E′BE)−1E′B− EE′,

(5.A.2)

21 This follows from Theorem I* in Debreu and Herstein (1953, p. 600).
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where E is the n× k matrix defined as E = (ei1 , . . . , eik ) with ei being the i-th identity

column.

The final result in (5.A.2) shows that the partitioning (i.e., having the k elimi-

nated players in the upper left block diagonal matrix) is quite arbitrary, hence the

result holds for any non-ordered matrix B. Moreover, the set of players i1, . . . , ik

can be arbitrarily ordered in the matrix Bkk as well. Equation (5.A.2) proves that for

all h and all l we have

bhl − b−{i1,...,ik}
hl = e′hBE(E′BE)−1E′Bel − e′hel , (5.A.3)

where, the matrix B is not necessarily partitioned between {i1, . . . , ik} and the rest of

the players (as, for instance, in (5.A.2)). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. From (5.3) it follows that the aggregate equilibrium activity

is equal to x∗(Σ) = αb(g, a)/(β + γb(g, a)). Hence, for α > 0 we have that

∂x∗(Σ−{i1,...,ik})
∂b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)

=
αβ(

β + γb(g−{i1,...,ik}, a)
)2 > 0.

This in turn implies that the key group problem given in (5.6) is exactly equiva-

lent to the problem min{b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is}, which has the

same solution as max
{

b(g, a) − b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) | {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ N; ir 6= is
}

. Using

the definition of the KB centrality, Lemma 5.1, B−1
kk = (E′BE)−1, and the fact that

ı′EE′ı = k, we have

b(g, a)− b(g−{i1,...,ik}, a) = ı′
(
B− B−{i1,...,ik}

)
ı

= ı′
(
BEB−1

kk E′B− EE′
)
ı = ı′BEB−1

kk E′b− k.
(5.A.4)

For fixed k, players i1, . . . , ik that maximize (5.A.4), also maximize ı′BEB−1
kk E′b,

which is exactly the intercentrality measure c{i1,...,ik}(g, a) in Definition 5.1. This

completes the proof.

Proof of the subadditivity property. It is not difficult to show that ∑k
s=1

1
bis is

eis e
′
is =

EE′B̂−1EE′, where B̂ is the diagonal matrix with bii on its main diagonal and ze-

ros elsewhere. Thus, the sum of the individual intercentralities of k players is

∑k
s=1 cis(g, a) = ∑k

s=1
1

bis is
ı′Beis e

′
is b = ı′B

(
∑k

s=1
1

bis is
eis e

′
is

)
b = ı′BEE′B̂−1EE′Bı. Fur-

ther, using the definition of the group intercentrality, the identity E′B̂−1EE′ = E′B̂−1,

and Lemma 5.1, we obtain
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∆ ≡
k

∑
s=1

cis(g, a)− ci1,i2,...,ik (g, a) = ı′
[
BEE′B̂−1EE′B− BE(E′BE)−1E′B

]
ı

= ı′
[
BEE′B̂−1B− B + B−{i1,...,ik} − EE′

]
ı

= ı′
[
B(EE′C− I) + B−{i1,...,ik} − EE′

]
ı,

(5.A.5)

where C ≡ B̂−1B.

Now as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 above, we partition, without loss of gener-

ality, the matrices A and A−{i1,...,ik} (equivalently, B and B−{i1,...,ik}) in such a way

that the k removed players constitute their upper left submatrices. Then from the

theory of partitioned matrices it readily follows that

EE′C =

[
Ik Okt

Otk Ott

] [
Ckk Ckt

Ctk Ctt

]
=

[
Ckk Ckt

Otk Ott

]
,

B(EE′C− I) =

[
Bkk(Ckk − Ik) BkkCkt − Bkt

Btk(Ckk − Ik) BtkCkt − Btt

]
,

B−{i1,...,ik} − EE′ =

[
Okk Okt

Otk (It −Att)−1

]
,

where in the last expression we have used (5.A.1). Thus, using the above partition,

(5.A.5) can be rewritten as

∆ = ı′
[

Bkk(Ckk − Ik) BkkCkt − Bkt

Btk(Ckk − Ik) BtkCkt − Btt + (It −Att)−1

]
ı. (5.A.6)

The matrix in the upper right block of (5.A.6) may be written as BkkCkt − Bkt =
(Bkk − B̂kk)Ckt. Further, to “simplify” the matrix in the bottom right block of (5.A.6)

we make use of the identities Btk = (It −Att)−1AtkBkk and Btt = (It −Att)−1(It +
AtkBkt) derived in the proof of Lemma 5.1 above. Thus, BtkCkt−Btt +(It−Att)−1 =
(It − Att)−1AtkBkkCkt − (It − Att)−1AtkBkt = (It − Att)−1Atk(Bkk − B̂kk)Ckt. Fur-

ther, Ckk − Ik = B̂−1
kk (Bkk − B̂kk). Therefore, (5.A.6) is equal to

∆ = ı′
[

BkkB̂−1
kk (Bkk − B̂kk) (Bkk − B̂kk)Ckt

BtkB̂−1
kk (Bkk − B̂kk) (It −Att)−1Atk(Bkk − B̂kk)Ckt

]
ı ≥ 0, (5.A.7)

where nonnegativity follows because Bkk ≥ B̂kk and the other submatrices in (5.A.7)

are all nonnegative. It is now clear that ∆ = 0 if and only if the whole partitioned
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matrix in (5.A.7) is a null matrix, which is the case only when Bkk = B̂kk. This

happens only if players i1, i2, . . . , ik are all isolates, i.e., gis j = gjis = 0 for all j and

all s = 1, . . . , k, in which case Bkk = B̂kk = Ik. This completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. From the objective in (5.1) the first-order condition is ∂ui/∂xi =
αi + ∑n

j=1 σijxj = 0. Using the decomposition of Σ in (5.2), this can be written in

matrix form as −Σx∗α(Σ) = (βI + γU− λG)x∗α(Σ) = α, or, equivalently, as

β(I− aG)x∗α(Σ) + γx∗α(Σ)ı = α, (5.A.8)

where we have used the fact that Ux∗α(Σ) = x∗α(Σ)ı and a = λ/β. Premultiplying

(5.A.8) by the vector ı′B = ı′(I − aG)−1 and using the definitions of the KB cen-

trality measures yields [β + γb(g, a)]x∗α(Σ) = bα(g, a), or x∗α(Σ) = bα(g, a)/[β +
γb(g, a)].

Now in (5.A.8) instead of G we use the denser adjacency matrix G̃ = G + D,

where D is a (semi)positive matrix with at least one positive off-diagonal element.

Then (5.A.8) becomes

β(I− aG)x∗α(Σ̃)− λDx∗α(Σ̃) + γx∗α(Σ̃)ı = α.

Premultiplying the last equation with the vector ı′B, we obtain [β + γb(g, a)]x∗α(Σ̃) =
bα(g, a) + λı′BDx∗α(Σ̃), or, equivalently,

x∗α(Σ̃) = x∗α(Σ) +
λı′BDx∗α(Σ̃)
β + γb(g, a)

. (5.A.9)

From Theorem 1 in Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009) it follows that the unique and

interior equilibrium efforts, x∗α(Σ̃), are guaranteed if λµ(G̃) + nγ(α/α − 1) < β.

This condition in turn implies λµ(G) + nγ(α/α − 1) < β, which is the sufficient

condition for the interiority of x∗α(Σ). This implication is due to the monotonicity

of the largest eigenvalue with the coefficients of the matrix G (see Theorem I* in

Debreu and Herstein, 1953, p. 600), i.e., µ(G̃) ≥ µ(G). Since λı′BDx∗α(Σ̃) > 0,

equation (5.A.9) implies x∗α(Σ̃) > x∗α(Σ) as long as G̃ > G.






